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Introduction
During the past few years the crime problem in the United
States has been viewed with increasing alarm. A multitude of
explanatory theories have been advanced. It has been repeatedly
stated that crime is a problem of youth. Education as an insti-
tution is particularly concerned v.ith the training and guidance
of youth. Education and youth are popularly associated together
and as a result ^^e find education branded as a failure, occasion-
ally even blamed for the increase in crime.
Professor William C. Jiagley in his book, "Education,
Crime and social Progress", does not blame education for the in-
crease in crime throughout our nation; he does, however, seriously
criticise our modern education in both its theory and practice
for failing "to counteract successfully the seriously degenera-
tive forces in our national life"t^^^ of v.hich crime is a by
product.
The most comprehensive study of the crime situation in
the United itates is that made by the Ixational Commission on Law
Observance and Enforcement, generally known as the ickersham
Commission. In an address before the ?orty-fir3t Annual i-eeting
of the Harvard Teachers' Association, the chairman of this
oooBBission, former Attorney eneral George W. T.ickersham, said
in part: "The fundamental principle which the schools should
inculcate is toat citizenship in a self-governing state neces-
sarily implies a compliance with the expression of tne popular
will as embodied in the laws enacted pursuant to the established
(1
p. xii

3institution, ***** Any system of education vshich fails
to inculcate tnis duty of obedience to law, fails in the essen-
tial element of training for self -g overnxuent and the best means
of preventing youth from adding to tbe criminal population, '
It remained for . arden Lewis E. Lawes of Sing oing
Penitentiary to make the most caustic criticism of education.
Spesiking before tne liational iiducation Association at Atlantic
City, warden Lawes said in part; "The faults of education
become the problems of penology. The failure of our schools
and general educational methods are filling our juvenile homes,
reformatories, and prisons."
The original purpose of this thesis was to find out
what data v^as available regarding tbe educational antecedents
of prisoners in state and federal penitentiaries and if such
material v.as found to gather it together in an effort to throw
some light on the "failure of education".
Unfortunately such statistics apparently do not exist,
with the exception of the fine statistical analysis carried out
by Mr. I^rank Loveland Jr. at tbe ^Massachusetts Jtate Prison
and incomplete information on literacy or "last scnool attended"
from other penal institutions. This inadequacy was recognized
by the .«icker3ham Commission in its report.
In view of this lack of authoritative information it
was necessary to modify the original objective of tbe thesis.
Boston Herald, ilarch 20, 1932
(2)
^ Boston Transcript, June 27, 1932
C3)
national Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement,
"Report on Criminal Jtatistics, Mo. 3", p. 189
Il
I
4The modified objective is an attempt to ascertain froxa the liter-
ature of crime and criminology if there exists any basis for tne
statexnents that a failure in educational methods is a chief
contributing factor to the presumed increase In crime.
That there has been an increase in crime v;e can have but
slight doubt. Just how much that increase has been is still a
matter of conjecture. statistics may be found in abundance,
but they are at best an incomplete measure of the problem. By
direction of Contresj, the Department of Justice, through its
Bureau of Investigation, Degan on September 1, 1930, the v»ork of
collecting uniform crime statistics. To date the v.ork has not
progressed far enough to afford an accurate measure of the
volume of crime. For example, the latest quarterly report gives
the folloviing information on homicide and robbery rates, based
upon returns from fifty -eight cities over one hundred thousand
of population, and representing as a group a population of
twenty million, seven hundred and fifty-six thousand, four
hundred and forty-seven persons,- less than one-sixth of our
population.
Rates per 100,000 of Population^ ^
^
Felonious
Year Homicide Robbe ry
1930 9.45 146.39
1931 9.03 179.10
The figures show a slight decrease in homicide and an
increase in robbery. Alone they mean little or nothing, but when
such figures are available over a period of years, correlated
U. vi. Bureau of Investigation, "Uniform Crime Reports for
the United Jtates and its Jrossessions" , Vol. Ill, p. 9
tI
with other data concerning social conditions in the cities
reporting, the information may throw new light on the crime
problem.
For a number of years the International Association of
Chiefs of Police has been actively interested in crime statistics.
In fact, their agitation is in no small degree responsible for
the undertaicing of the Bureau of Investigation. In 1929, after
two years of careful research, the international Association
published a manual, "Uniform Crime Reporting"
,
designed to
overcome the present confusion as to the meaning of various
terms used in crime reports and to provide a standard form for
the reporting of crime. It is hoped that this manual will in
a measure overcome the diversity of criminal statutes and
judicial interpretations of the common law definitions of crime
in the forty-eight states. The vork has been given the
endorsement of the Department of Justice and has already been
of value in compiling statistics.
The following table, subject to inaccuracies mentioned,
is offered as evidence that there has been a definite increase
in crime.

6•Ratio of Prisoners received During the Year Per
Million Inhabitants hy Offence, 1910-1927 ( a )"
Offence 1910 1923 1926 1927
Larceny, etc. (b) 165 148 215 230
Burglary 125 111 134 140
Robbery 26 51 68 70
Forgery 54 45 50 56
Homicide 54 57 45 43
Assault 55 32 38 38
Rape 23 26 30 31
Other sex offences 17 20 21 21
Liquor law violations 6 45 61 65
Drug law Tiolations (c) 35 33 31
(a) Data covers state and federal prisons and
reformatories in the United Jtates
Cb) Including embezzlement, fraud, and having
stolen property, as well as larceny
(c) Less than one per million
The table shoves an increase in prisoners received for
all offences except assault and homicide* V^e may be fairly
sure that these two offences have not decreased while others
increased. The answer for this apparent decrease is that this
is a table of prisoners received at institutions, it represents
punishments for, not occurrence of, crime. We do not as yet
have tables of offences known to the police.
Jtatistics serve to mark out the boundaries of a problem,
they serve as a check on the increase or decrease of a particular
Hart, (Ed.), "The American Year Book, 1930", p. 504.
Ir
c
phenomenon, but tney do not aa a rule indicate why tne phenomenon
increased or decreased. in that this paper is an in>iuiry as to
material available for criticism of education the lack of national
statistics is of slight importance. if they do not exist they
cannot be used to prove or to disprove that there is an educa-
tional failure.
4
The survey made by i^r. Loveland Jr. at Massachusetts
dtate Prison was the only survey of its kind available to the
writer. Following is Jir. Loveiand's analysis of the educa-
tional background of the prisoners, quoted in full:
—""^
" vvhen v.e come to analyze the educational factor we see
that it is closely related to nativity. Persons born and
raised in the United itates have uad unquestionably oetter
educational opportunities than have the aliens vvho have migrated
to this country after school age. Consequently in our cor-
relations by offense v.e shall exyect to find lower educational
attainment in those offense groups having the higner propor-
tion of foreign born.
"Of the entire population, ninety-two persons, or
10.5/5, were wholly illiterate at the time of their sentence.
Approximately one-fifth (20.8;^) of the homicide class could
neither read nor write and the illiteracy rate among the
second-degree murderers was 23.3^. In marked contrast to
this high ratio is that of 3.5^ among the theft group. The
sex-offender class shows 16.2,^ illiterate, while persona
convicted of rape had an illiteracy rate of 18.6/ib.
"In addition to this group who are totally illiterate
is a small number (l.9><^) of the total population who have had
Ii
no formal education cut who possess the ability to read and
write, and 15,1^ v^ho have received some education in a foreign
country. In the great majority of cases this consisted in
school attendance of only a few years and the education was in
a foreign language. In the homicide group almost one fourth
(25.3;^) received their only education in a foreign country.
In short, 46,1% of this group V7ere either wholly illiterate or
had no education in this country. The educational and cultu-
ral background of the theft group is radically different, with
j
t
only 13.6;,*' contained in the above classes. About one of every ^'
three sex offenders (32.4;^) have had no American education.' |
"It is interesting to note that of the offenders who
have had any education, the majority have passed beyond the
fourth grade. Only 7,2% of the inmates receiving any education
in this country completed less than the first four grades, while
12.0;^ completed the fifth and sixth, and 62, Q% completed either
the seventh or eighth grades. Of the theft group, 43.0^
reached one of these latter two grades. • It is obvious, however,
that most persons who begin a criminal career that leads them
to the jtate PtIsou get no further than the grades.* ..hether
this is because of economic necessity, lack of ability or lack
of desire, our study does not indicate, out a personal knov^ledge
of a large number of the cases that make up this population
leads the writer to believe that all three factors are to be
found in tne majority of cases.
• "Only 10,7% of the inmates completed the first or
second years of high school and the proportion of homicide and
theft cases, respectively, were 7,7^ and 13.7JJ, The proportion

9completing the third or fourth years of high school was 5,3^,
making a total of 16.0^ who could be said to have had some
high school education.
"Our figures do not support the claim that higher edu-
cation is responsible for serious crime inasmuch as only 2.1/?
of the Inmates attended the first two years of college and only
•8^ completed either the third or fourth years. Of those
having had the advantages of a college education, two committed
murder, one manslaughter, four robbery, four burglary, six
larceny, one forgery and two sex offenses. In addition to
these persons with a college education are fourteen, or 1*6^,
who have attended a professional school. Two of these committed
murder, four were sentenced for larceny, and the remaining eight
are here classified under *other offenses, • their actual offense
being that of assisting in an abortion.
"The educational analysis la undoubtedly valuable, both
from the basis it gives for estimating the educational facilities
needed for this group and as a basis for better understanding
the educational and cultural background of the various types
of offenders." _^— '
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^Conaidsriog this aurvey from a broad standpoint it i^rovea
very little either for or against education. There iss no con-
trol {^roup available (a v.eakne33 of practically all data on
crixainals ) suid the difficultie3 of setting up a body of statistics
which v;ould aerve as a standard for comparison are practically
insurmountable. -The following table of school enrollment at
least shows that dropping out of school becomes noticeably
precipitate after the seventh grade. *
"Enrollment of Pupils by Grades,
Continental United Jtates, 1927-8"^^^
Kindergarten Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4
695,490 4,171,037 2,816,540 2,661,977 2,632,474
Total
Elementary 4
Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Kindergarten
2,435,466 2,243,443 2,021,636 1,590,354 21,268,411
Jec» 1 Jec> 2 oec . 3 oec. 4 Total oec. Grand Total
1,475,924 1,045,558 767,706 622,091 3,911,279 25,179,696
If statistics sho^^lng the effect of compulsory education on
the educational background of prisoners had been kept as each state
enacted a compulsory education law they would throw considerable
light on the entire question. If we had a body of statistics
covering the educational background of all the people In the
United States it would be possible to compare the background of
the prison population with the general population. In as much as
the prison population is a selected group and a very large one
^^^U. 3. Dept. of Int., Office of Kd# Bui. 1930, No. 5,
''Statistics of Jtate ochool Jystem^ 1927-26", p. 24

it would be very difiiuult to obtain a control group .sufficiently
unselected to be repreaentcitive of the people a whole.
The inioate population of prison j and rcforiiiatorie^} is
a selected group even of crininals. ihen we claaaify prisonArs
according to Gheir educational backgrounds and attempt to Judge
ail crirainalu by tha'«. finding, v.e are attacking the ^^rouleia
ejiactly aa if, by a siniilar clarjsification, v.e determined the
educational backgrounds of the prei^idents of failed banka and
atteiapted to Judge all bankerj by the findings. a crininal
must fail in his profession before he ijan be sentenced to
prison.
The racketeer; that modorn follower of an ancient
profession, is a conspicuous exaiaple of the inadequacy of this
method of study. JSditorialiy v/e call the gangster a rat, a
weak-mmded, vicious, predatory animal, ana dozens of other
vituperative ap^^eliations. A fev. privatcii in the g-ng aray
"take the rap" for their superiors, - not as an expression of
devotion, hcvever. Our paychologiats and our psychiatrists
e^y-xaine theae raenial "fall guys'* and decide all racketeers are
mentally subnornal, psychopathic individuals. The Illinois
Crime ourvey presents quite a different finding.
"The 'racketeer* is tiereiy a captain of gun-men and
ft nan i^ho undertakes by force to accomplish and guarantee the
trade regulations and the freedom fron competition in tne lesser
industries, which in the higher and wealthier callings are
accomplished by means of the traae association and by the
*gentlemen'd agreement*. He is a captain of the gunman whom
orgaiiized vice and organized gambling and lic^uor selling have
r
lo
brought among U3 and have xaaintained.
It may be iaimediately argued tbat only a failure of
education would allow men to depart from the "higher and wealthier
callings". To a considerable degree this may be true, but the
law and organized society, of which education is but a servant,
must fail, too.
The following article recently appeared in the iioston
papers:
"Chicago, June 20 (a.P. ) - ^acnine gun threats prompted
Cook County officials today to dismiss a bank robbery charge
against Danny iicGeoghegan, beer hustler.
"Assistant 3tate*s Attorney Walker Butler asked Judge
John Prystalski to dismiss the coarge of robbing the otate Bank
of Clearing of on December 6, 1930. A jury recently
disagreed.
"
'If your reasons are not secret 1 would like to know
themi ' the court said.
"
'Lambert Bere and John Camphause, officials of the
bank, who identified McGeoghegan in his first trial, asked me to
do it, ' Butler said. 'They have been under guard in a loop
hotel since April 29, and their families and the bank need them. '
"I don't believe the otate Attorney should stand here
and confess that he is not big enough to keep these men protected,
'
the court said. '1 think jut. Bere is big enough to ta^-e care
of himself. '
" 'liot when he is faced with a machine gun, your honor, '
Illinois Association for Crixoinal Justice,
"Illinois Crime Purvey"* p. 816
c
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Butler replied.
"Judge xrystalski signed the order saying the state could
take the responsibility. The gangster, grinning widely, talked
from the room, free."
This article inspired several heated editorials. Sig-
nificantly, none of them mentioned "failure of education .
'•A3 long as crime is organized and efficient, and the
administration of justice is unorganized and inefficient, so long
(1)
v.ill crime be a problem in the comiiiunity '
.
Adult criiiiinals are children grown up. if the child
is brought up in an environment of respect for and obedience to
law it is reasonable to presume he will retain the resulting
attitude throughout his life.
Similarly if the child grows up in an environment of
vice, crime, and disrespect for law he will follow the example
of his neighborhood as long as it is to his apparent advantage.
Juvenile delinquency is a proialem of tremendous scope.
"A single child often presents all the major problems of
(2)
society]" The subject absorbs the entire attention of
thoroughly prepared specialists. The necessarily surface treat-
ment in the following pages is a survey of material available to
the writer, pertinent to the subject of this thesis.
The chapter on newspapers and movies nas been included
because these are un^^uestionably powerful moulders of public
opinion and in their way they are a part of education.
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice.
"The Illinois Crime Jurvey", p. 821.
State of Hew York, '•Report of the Crime
Comuiission, 1928", p. 590
€
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Juvenile Delinquency
Generally apea/cing the school first begins to take
notice of a child as a delinquent when he is regularly guilty of
truancy. He may be a disciplinary problem long before truancy
occurs but he is not considered delinquent* Jtrictly speaicing
truancy does not involve delinquency, but the two usually occur
and are considered together* particularly in urban areas.
Truancy has become serious only because compulsory
education has become a desirable end for society. Formerly the
child *ho did not *ant to go to school did not have to. "The
child who persists in truancy in our schools today is thus one
who has successfully run the gauntlet of a dozen types of in-
quiry, discipline, and punishment and is, therefore, likely to
be a more hardened individual than the average truant of several
decades ag o. " ^ ^ ^
If a child behaves .veil in school, or at least seems
to, the school rates him in conduct according to its standard.
The folloYi'ing table of conduct ratings may be offered as evidence
that the school achieves but slight accuracy in real appraisal
of personality. And again it may be offered as indisputable
proof of the essential fairness of the public school in Judging
solely by ap^^rent behavior in school.
Hev; York otate Crime Commission* "Crime and the
Community", p. 223
re
16
"School Conduct Katinga" (1)
itedians lilsde-
of Total Truant Delinquent me anant Felon
Grades
Given No. Prop. Mo. Prop. L 0
.
i-rop. Mo. Prop. lio. Prop
A 21 .10 12 .12 6 .12 1 .05 2 .10
B 160 .78 77 .77 39 .78 24 .82 20 .74
C 24 .12 10 .11 .10 Jl .13 _5 .16
Cases 205 99 60 29 27
it lArill be noted that the misdemeanants received the
lowest ratings in conduct. This is the group most likely to be
mischievous in school.
The following table of proficiency ratings may give
a closer insight into the school problem of unruly children.
Again the misdemeanor group is lov, with the felon group next.
That the misdemeanor group tend to be sons of recent iminigrants,
in part explains this low rating.
"School Proficiency Ratings"^
Eedians Misde-
of
Grades
Given
Total
Ho. Prop.
Truant
Ko. Prop.
Dei>in4uent
lio. Prop.
meanant
ho* Prop.
Felon
Ho. Prop.
A 2 .01 1 .01 1 .02
B 155 .75 79 .80 38 .76 17 .59 21 .78
C 47 .23 18 .18 11 .22 12 .41 6 .22
D .005
_1 .01
Cases 205 99 50 29 27
State of Hew York "Report of the Crime
Commission, 1928", p. 493
Ibid, p. 494
rr
i
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In a study of truancy as a factor in delinquency tbe Hen
York otate Crime Coimniaaiou made particular inquiry into tbe
skills of a group as rated "by their teachers and the special
dislikes of tne group as stated by the pupils themselves. The
following table is interesting altnough it tnrows little light
on the problem in general.
"Findings of ikills and Dislikes of 201 Truants"
At what is he skillful? Teacher ratings
Nothing in particular - 101
Arithmetic - 1
Reading - 3
opening - 1
Penmanship - 2
Spelling and History - 1
Shop work - 35
Carpentry and tinamithing - 1
Athletic games - 4
viheet metal work - 5
Printing - 4
Typewriting - 1
xlumbing - 3
Cfiirpentry - 7
Drawing - 7
Shoemaking - 1
Playing Cornet - 1
Mew York otate Crime Commission, "Crime and tbe
Community"* p. 224

18
For what ^chooL work has he a special dislike?
All school work oS
Arithmetic 43
History 22
Geography 36
Reading 10
bpexiing - y
Algebra 1
iilology 1
Writing 1
Grammar - 14
ohop work 1
Drawing 2
Truancy, like its companion delinquency, is a problem
J?
of human behavior, and as such is subject to an infinite number
of unknown and unknowable factors. In his dissertation for
the doctorate degree at the University of iiissouri, Jullenger
states: "Truancy is the beginning of juvenile delinquency of
a more serious nature. Pre-truancy and pre-delinquency may be
detected and treatment applied in time to prevent many of tne
behavior problems. The school becomes a determinant in juvenile
delinquency because of inadequate facilities for recreation,
rigid and elastic discipline, poorly enforced attendance lav<3,
wrong grading, unsympathetic and untrained teachers, undesirable
attitude of pupila toward the teachers, failure to meet racial
and mental differences by modification of the course of study,
unfit and unwilling children given the same training as others.

19
bad a330ciationa, and above all the lack of a socialized edu-
catiou."^^
This is a serious indictment. In no slight degree it
holds education itself to be responsible for the occurrence and
continuance of truancy. 'It fails to recognize that school
represents one and only one phase of the child's life.'
Dr. Robinson, Director of the Department of Child
Guidance, Board of iCducation, liewark, lie'^ Jersey, attacks the
problem of truancy with full recognition of tne child's larger
life as a member of society*
"The numerous reasons for truancy fall for the most
part under three heads: maladjustment in school; maladjustment
at home; maladjustment in the hours spent outside of school and
home. Truancy is based primarily on unhappiness. Few children
who are happy in school become truant. Fe* children Tt.ho are
happy at home become truant. Few children with good recrea-
tional progranis become truant.
"A child can be sufficiently happy in two of these
situations so that his unhappiness in the third does not lead
to rebellion* The chances are less probable of his getting
sufficient satisfaction out of one to offset unhappiness in
the other two."^^^
For example, if a child lives in a slum area with law-
defying parents can the school be held responsible if he becomes
truant or delinquent? A problem of this nature is one for
oullen^er, "oocial Determinants in Juvenile
Delin^iiuency " , p. 76
Robinson, "why Truancy?" American Childhood,
Mcurch, 19o2, p. 6
Ii
c
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society as a ^hole to solve through ita agency the ciunicipal
governuent.
Mr. Fleming, Vice-rresident of University High School,
Oakland, California, has made a thorough statistical study of
truancy as it occurs in Oakland. isfcr. Fleming recognizes the
many iaiiiieasurable factors in truancy and offers as his conclusion,
supported by statistics, that each individual truant presents a
special and separate problem for the school administrator.
The question of the relative intelligence of delinquent
and non-delinquent children is as yet open to dispute. Healy
sides with Jhaw in the belief that the coincidence of bad en-
vironment and mental defect age'^ravate antisocial tendencies.
''One must conclude that the development of criminalism
is partially the result of environment as v.ell as innate tenden-
cies, if one does not believe this, let him study similar
defective individuals in the conditions of a good training school
for the feeble-minded, and see, under appropriate environment,
{ 2 )how small an amount of criminalistic tendency is evolved."^ '
Grouping the intelligence quotients of all of his Boston
case studies, Healy found that they would fall approximately in
a normal curve of distribution closely similar to that for the
general population. If one assumes 90 on the otsuiford-i3inet
Test to represent normal intelligence* then this study would
indicate tiiat in intelligence the delinquent group does not
differ greatly from the non-delinquent group.
Flexning, "Truancy -- <Vhen and vVby It Occurs".
The iiation*3 ocaoola, ilovembcr, 1950, p. 51
12}
Healy, "The Individual Delinquent", p. 448, sec. 262
ce
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Distribution of Intelligence Quotients:
Juvenile Repeated Offenders; Boston, Massachusetts.
This chart is based upon the Stanford-Binet
intelligence quotients of all cases studied by
Drs. Healy and Bonner since 1917.
Healy and Bonner, "Delinquents and Criminals" p# 154
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Caldwell has a different finding.
"Distribution of Boy Delinquents Committed
to iaconsin Industrial icbool according
to Intelligence quotient"
Per Cent
1
.
Q.- Number Distrl bution
36 - 45 2 .4
46 - 55 11 2.2
56 - 65 56 11.4
66 - 75 108 21.8
76 - 85 142 28-9
86 - 95 60 12.3
96 - 106 21 4.5
106 - 115 7 1.4
116 - 125 1 .2
Sot GiTen 84 17.1
Total 492 100.0
"The intelligence quotients are classified according
to the Terman I. i^. interval. This tabulation shows that 64.7/C
of the cases have an 1 . ^, below 85. The mode of the group
falls in the 76-85 interval with 28.9/6 of the total cases."
Inspired by the phenomenon of law-abiding and law-
defying families living side by side in the same slums, even
in the same tenements, and the phenomenon of lavi -abiding and
law -defying persons within the same family, the Hew York otate
Crime Commission v. as led to make a study of the phenomena.
Following are its findings;
Caldwell, "The Intelligence of Delinquent Boys Committed
to fisconsin Industrial 3chool", Journal of the American
institute of Criminal Lav. and Criminology, Vol. AX, p. 422
f€
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"(l) Tbe problem boys *ere, on the average, duller in
intelligence than their normal brothers, the median 1. 4. for
tbe problem being 75, indicative of borderline intelligence,
while the median for the normals was 86, vihich is indicative of
dull intelligence. Thus, borderline intelligence v.as associ-
ated with delinquency.
"(2) The problem boys were, on the average, inferior
to their brothers in group of school subjects, their median
educational quotient being 81, as compared with 924- for the
non-problem boys. Thus, incai^acity in school subjects was
associated with delinquency as well as with retarded intelligence.
"(3) School retardations were, on the average, Zt
times as frequent among the problem boys as among the non-problem
brothers. Thus repeated school failure was associated with
delinquency as well as with retarded intelligence.
"(4) The problem boys were not only superior to their
brothers in mechauiical ability, but their scores were actually
superior to those made by unselected Hew York city school
children, sixty per cent of the problem boys exceeded the age
medians of the latter. Tnus, superior mechanical ability in
an unfavorable environment was associated v>ith delinquency.
"(5) The planfulness ability of both the problem
and non -problem groups was similar, both being below average,
with quotients of 83 and 81ff.
"(6) The two groups were comparaole in age, the
median age of the problem boys being 15 years and of the non-
problem being the same.
"(7) Delinquent behavior, involving property offenses,
It
'HA
was in all instances associated with incorrigible behavior of
other sorts. The young thief was socially ill in a variety of
ways. Stealing was merely a symptom of grosser and deeper
social maladjustment*
" (8 ) Superficial probation supervision was in most
cases ineffective.
"(9) Teacher;^ paid slight attention to the individu-
ality of their pupils, recognizing neither their vocational nor
personality needs."
Intelligence varies from area to area in approjamate
proportion to the other social characteridtics of neighborhoods.
The following tables picture this variation as it is reflected
in the intelligeiice quotients of school children.
"Median l.<i'3 of School Children in
Delinquent and Ii on -Delinquent Areas"
lifon -Delinquent AreasDelinquent Areas
Area Cases
i-'edian
1
.0.. .Description Area Cases
1 580 83.5 Slum
2 1,138 88.75 Low grade
residential
3 1,189 91.5 waterfront
Slum area
4 1,952 94. Low grade
residential
5 1,065 98.5 Slum
1
2
6
7
1,360
1,047
1,723
1,054
924
1,265
838
Median
I .Q.« Description
95. Good residential
96.25 Low grade
residential
100. Good residential
103.5 Good residential
104.5 Low grade
residential
105.5 Good residential
115.5 Eign grade
Total 5,924 91.5 Total 7,711 103.5
State of liew York, "Report of the Crime Commission, 1929",
(2)
pp. 205-6
Ibid, p. 213
,1
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Percent of I-i on-English Jpeaking Foreign Born Residents"
Delinquent Area iion--Delinviuent Area
Percent Percent
Area Foreign Sorn Area Foreign Born
1 1 6% {76% negro )
2 55>
3 2Q% 3
4 4 ZA%
5 60% 5 47%
6 28%
7 2A%
This variation in relative intelligence sunong areas
of delinquency and non-delinquency with apparently conc>>mitant
variations in percent of foreign born resident in the areas
quite naturally leads up to a survey of the intensive research
carried out by 3haw on this probleia.
otate of llew York, "Report of the Crime
Conmission, 1929*', p. 215
fII
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Delinquency Areas
"Crime baa no fixed habitation. Like v.ater it 3eek3
the lov^eat level and if you have a level of low moral standards
in your community crime will come as inevitably as \bater in
flood time."^^^
Research by Clifford R. Shaw, Head of the Department
of Research sociology, institute for Juvenile Research, and
Behavior Research Fund, Chicago, Illinois, amply demonstrates
the fundamental truth of this statement. Dr. 3ha% takes as his
point of departure the thesis advanced by Irof. E. Burgess,
director, Behavior Research Fund, taat in the aosence of coun-
teracting factors, the modern American city takes tue form of
five concentric urban zones; that these zones or areas are
differentiated in the following manner.
"Zone 1: THE CENTRAL BUSINF.oS DISTRICT:- At the
center of the city as the focus of its commercial, social, and
civic life is situated the central business district. The
heart of this district is the downtown retail district with its
department stores, its smart shops, its office buildings, its
clubs, its banks, its hotels, its theaters, its museums, and
its headquarters; of economic, social, civic and political life-
Encircling this area of work and play is the less v^ell-known
wholesale business district with its market, its warehouses,
and storage buildings.
Hostetter and Beesley, "It's a Racket J" p. 233
e
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An Ideal Construction of Urban Growth
(According to the principle of radial expansion)
m —
Shaw and others "Delinquency Areas" p» 19
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"Zone lis THE ZOKE OF TRAHSITIOHs- Surrounding the
central business district are areas of residential deterioration
caused by the encroaching of business and industry from Zone i.
"Thus it may be called a zone in transition, with a
factory district for its inner belt and an outer ring of retro-
gressing neighborhoods, of first-settlecent ixnmigrajit colonies,
af rooming-house districts, of home-leds men areas, of resorts
of gambling, bootlegging, sexual vice, and cf breeding places
of crime* In this area of physical deterioration and social
disorganization our studies saow the greatest concentration of
cases of poverty, bad housing, juvenile delin^^uency
,
family
disintegration, physical and mental disease. As families and
individuals prosper, they escape from this area into Zone III
beyond, leaving behind as marooned a residuum of the defeated,
leaderlesa, and helpless.
"Zone III; THE ZONE CF V^ORIQIiGltEII »3 H01£E3;- This
third broad ring finds its location at that distance beyond the
factory belt surrounding the central business district v>hich is
still accessible, often within walking distance, to the woricer.
In American cities the zone of workingmen's homes is generally
an area of second immigrajit settlement. Its inhabitants are
constantly being recruited from those making tneir escape from
the zone of transition, but at the same time are being depleted
by those who are seeking more desirable residence in the zone
beyond.
"Zone IV: THE ZONE OF BETTER RS3IDENCE3;- lixtending
beyond the neighborhoods of second immigrant settlements the
better residential zone is inhabited chiefly by the families
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of persons ecgaged. in profeaaional and clerical purauit3, and who
have had high school if not college education. Their intellec-
tual status is manifeated by the type of books and magazines in
tne home, by the prevalence of women's clubs and by independence
in voting. This is the home of the great middle class with
ideals still akin to those of rural .Ainerican society. Residence,
except in apartment and residential hotel arc-as, is relatively
stable.
«Zone V; THE COMMUTER'S 20EE;- Out beyond the areas
of better residence is a ring of encircling small cities, towns,
and harnlet 3, which, taken together, constitute the suburbs,
because the majority of ;iien residing there spend the day at work
in tile central businejj district, returning only for the night.
The comaiunities in this comaiuter*s zone are probably the most
highly segregated of any in tne entire gamut from an incorporated
village run in the interests of crime and vice, such as J3urnhai&,
to Lake forest, with its wealth, culture, and public spirit.
(This last with reference to Chicago )• ^ ^
On the whole ihaw believes the concentric idea to be
correct for Chicago and a division into types of areas of a
similar nature to be true of other cities. However his study
is not an attempt to show that delinquency is caused by tne
simple external fact of location. ' Rather it demonstrates tnat
delinquency only tends to occur in a characteristic type of area,
an area in which social control is at low ebb,< if not entirely
A combination of Trof. Burgess's thesis as quoted in
ohaw, "Delinquency Areas", pp. 18-21, and The Hational
Commission on Law Observance and Linforcement, "Report
on the CauseJ of Crime'* t Vol. 11, pp. 62-4.
- Q
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iflReft (N WHICH pQPVLrrrwN
WRS T)CCR£/JSIIVG OVCR ao^i
/^REfl IW WHICH POPO L«TI0N W«S
DECRE/JSING FROM o to ao%
/9R£« OP i KCK£/is iiv o Pop-
ulation
Vf«irE /9REfl (NS/Or PO TT FD LINE
WAS (MCREflSflWG SLOWeR TKfRM
THECirrflS « WHOLE (33.4,%)
Areas of Increasing and Areas of Decreasing Population
in Chicago, Illinois Based Upon the Change in Total
Population in Census Tracts Between 1910 and 1920»
Shaw and others •Delinc^uenoy Areas" p,l5
r
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jiil33iDg. A3 a city gro¥,a areas which preYiously have been con-
spicuous for a high coicuiiunity spirit gradually decline and
increasingly develops the characteristics of a delinquency area.
Again quoting Burgess, Shaw gives the following description of
the decline of a neighborhood.
"In the decline of a neighborhood the following stages
of deterioration have been v.orked out: first, the 3ta^"e of
residential home ovtnership, v:ith a high degree of community
spiriti second^ the stage of tenancy, with a decline of neigh-
borhood loyalty} third, tne invasion of businessj fourth,
rooming-house stage; fifth, entrance of a racial or nationality
group of iraputed inferior cultural status; sixth, the intrusion
of vice and crinej seventh, ths stage of social chaos; and
eighth, the final stage, when business or industry takes full
possession of the area. This is the general cycle of the
life-history of the neighborhood. There are, of course, cer-
tain variations in this pattern, as when a residential area of
single homes is transformed into an apartment house or resi-
dential hotel area."^^^
Even as the character of a neighborhood changes during
the expansion of a city, the population in each particular kind/
of neighborhood or area is subject to change according to the •
economic good fortune or misfortune of its inhabitants. There
is a eonstant movej:ent of the economically successful outward
into areas of better living conditions and a aimilar movement
of the unsuccessful into the less desirable areas. The
dbaw and others, "Delinquency Areas'** p. 21
r
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population of a delinquency area is not static, it is constantly
in flux. Kaciai and national groups tend to settle first in
the less aesirable areas and as individuals in tde group prosper
they move out until the unsuccessful alone remain. This change
is measurable to some degree for census returns of different
years make a comparison possible. The following table is a
measure of such change in Chicago. It is in no %ay a measure
of the volume of delin-^uency in each national group for com-
parative purposes. It is only a measure of movement of
population from the standpoint of delinquency.
1c
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"Hationality of Delinquent Boya baaed on the
Islativity of their Parents Expressed in percentages
of the total number of cases classified by race \
and nationality for each fifth year since 1900" . ^
Nationality 1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930
Total number
of cases
classified 1,035 1,828 1,123 2,215 1,829 1,910 2,307
American
v.'bite
liegro
16.0
4.7
19.0
5.1
16.5
5.5
16.5
6.2
23.0
9.9
21.7
17.1
19. 5/
21.7 —
G erman 20.4 18.5 15.5 11.0 6.3 3.5 l.9<y
Irish 18.7 15.4 12.3 10.7 6.1 3.1 1.3v?
Italian 5.1 8.3 7.9 10.1 12.7 12.8 11.7 .
Polish 15.1 15.7 18.6 22.1 24.5 21.9 21.0
_
English-ocotch 3.4 3.0 2.5 2.6 .9 .7 . 6
Scandinavian 3.8 5.6 2.9 2.8 2.3 .5 .8
Austrian • I • 3 •9 1.3 .8 2.2 1.7 i
Lithuanian .1 .3 1.1 2.9 2.2 3.9 3.8 ^
Czechoslovakian 4.6 4.3 5.5 3.0 2.2 2.8 4.2 0
All others 8.0 4.5 11.
9
10.8 9.1 9.8 11.8 f
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
This table indicates that the German, Irish, English-
Scotch and Scandinavian groups have moved out of the delinquency
areas and have not been succeeded by newcomers of the saine
nationality. If these groups had remained in the areas of high
delinquency rates the effect v,ould be noticeable in the v^hite
American percentage.
liational Commission of Law Observance and iiinforcement
,
"Report on the Causes of Crime", Vol. 11, p. 95.
1I
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The Polish, Italian, Austrian, and Lithuanian troups
have more recently migrated to Chicago and so show an increasing
percentage of delinquency.
The American population nas remained relatively constant
numerically in the areas and so shows a rather even percentage,
i^s no record of individuals has been compiled a population shift
is not shown.
In summary, Shaw finds that in most American cities
the areas adjacent to the central business district and to the
major industrial centers seem to be undergoing a process of
deterioration resulting in lowered social control. Crime
enters these areas "even as v.ater in flood time", not because of
their geographical location, but because they are areas of low
moral standards. tSocial coutrol tends to weaken progressively
from the suburban areas inward, and juvenile delinquency and
adult crime to increase in percentage for each area tne nearer
it lies to the center of the city and its areas of social
chaos.
Following are maps of Chicago and of Birminghajn,
Cleveland, Denver, Philadelphia, Richmond, and Seattle in
support of Dr. Shaw's conclusions.
The chart showing decrease in delinquency rates from
the loop outward is a combination of six individual charts
published by Dr. Shaw in his book "Delinquency Areas".
The rate of recidivism in the map of delinquency and
recidivism is the ratio betv.een the number of cases of delin-
quency and the surplus of cases of delinquency over individual
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delinquents. All other rates are population ratios.
The rate map of adult offenders is included for purposes
of comparison with juvenile delinquency rates. A table of
offenses is included with this map and an age table to sho-A the
continuity in age of law-defiers in Chicago.
cc
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Cliart Showing Decrease in Delinquency Rates from the Loop
Outward for Six of Studies in Chicago, Illinois.
"Series I includes the 5,159 male school truants (eight to
sixteen years of a^e) brought "before the Juvenile Court of
Cook County on truancy petitions during the period 1917-27,
Series II includes the 9,243 alleged delinquent "boys (ten
to sixteen years of e^e) dealt with "by juvenile police
probation officers during the year 1926.
Series III includes the 8,591 alleged delinquents dealt
with by juvenile police probation officers during the year
1927.
Series IV includes the 8,141 boys (ten to sixteen years
of age) brought before the Juvenile Court of Cook County
during the period 1917-23.
Series V includes the 8,056 boys (ten to sixteen years
of age) brought before the Juvenile Court of Cook County
during the period 1900-1906.
Series VI includes the 6,398 males (seventeen to twenty
years of age) brought before the Boy's Court of Chicago on
felony charges during 1924-26.
Shaw and others "Delinquency Areas"
^c
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Rates of Recidivism and Delinquency in Chicago, Illinois
"by Zones of Three Mile Radius from the Loop.
"Delinquency Areas" p. I"''--
ce
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Rates of Adult Offenders in Chicri^o, Illinois ty
Square-Mile Areas along Eight Lines Radiating from
the Loop, ( 1920, jail-offenders )
Shaw and others
-Delinquency Areas"
I
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Age Diatribution of the 7,541 Adult Offenders
r laced in Cook County Jail During 1920.^^^
Age Number Percenta^-e
17-20 1,523 20.2
21-24 1,558 20.4
25-28 1,131 15.0
29-32 860 11.4
33-36 747 9.9
37-40 716 9.5
41-44 377 5.0
45-48 226 3.0
49-52 181 2.4
53-56 121 1.6
57-60 53 0.7
61-64 45 0.6
65-68 15 0.2
69
-over 8 0.1
Total 7,541 100.0
Jhaw and others, "Delinquency Areas", p. 119
Ir
Rates of Adult Offenders in Chicago, Illinois "by
Mile Zones Surrounding the Loop
The rate is expressed as the ratio "between the
population of gaiae sex and age and the namber of adult
offenders placed in Cook County Jail during 1920.
Shaw and others "I^elinguency Areas" p. 134
1r
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Types of Offenses Charged ^^ainst the 7,541 ^^dult
iiale Cffenders Placed in Cook County Jail during 1920, By Number
and i'ercentage.
Offense
(1)
All stealing
Larceny
Robbery
airglary
Forgery
Embezzleiaent
Confidence Game
Other otealing
dumber
3,997
1,388
1,048
1,056
60
75
317
53
Percentage
53.0
18.4
13.9
14.0
0.8
1.0
4.2
0.7
All oex
Rape
Bastardy
Indecent Liberties
Inmate disorderly house
Other Sex
581 7.7
196
68
45
128
144
2.6
0.9
0.6
1.7
1.9
Murder and ixlans laughter
Murder
jiurder attempted
Manslaughter
475
98
324
53
6.3
1.3
4.3
0.7
Miscellaneous
Disorderly conduct
Violation of probation
Non-support
Violation of liarcotic and
Pure Food Laws
Carrying concealed weapons
Others
2,292 30.4
1,531
271
113
98
128
151
20.3
3.6
1.5
l.o
1.7
2.0
Held for oafe Keeping
Held for U. j. Marshall
Held for parole officers
196
113
83
2.6
1.5
1.1
Grand Total 7,541 100.0
(I)
ohaw and others, " I^elinquency Areas", p. 118
c
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Rates of Male Juvenile Delinquents in Birmingham, Alabama
"by Zones of One Mile Interval from the Center of the City,
The rate is expressed as the ratio Isetween the calculated
aged 10 to 15 male population ("basis of the census of 1920
and of 1930) and a series of 990 "boys "brought "before the
juvenile and domestic relations court of Jefferson County
on petitions alleging delinquency during the period from
May 1, 1927 to April 30, 1930.
Varisince in rates of delinquents in this city is pro"bably
due to the fact that equal expansion of the city out from
the center in all directions was prevented by the mountains
sind to the fact that Bimingham grew both from the center
outward and by development of almost independent outlying
industrial communities*
National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement,
"Report on the Causes of Crime" "Vol. II, p. 170
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of One Mile Interral from the Public Sr^uare.
The rate is expressed as the ratio between the aged 10
to 17 male population for 1920 and the number of official
male delinquents during the 3-year period 1919-1921»
National Commission on Lav/ Observance and Enforcement.
••Report on the Causes of Grime" Vol* II, p. 163
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Rates of Male Juvenile Delinquents in Denver, Colorado by
Zones of One Mile Interval from the Center of the City.
The rate is expressed as the ratio between the aged 9 to
18 male school population of Llay, 1928 and the number of
alleged delinq^uents brought before the Denver juvenile court
during the 5-year period between July, 1924 and July, 1929,
National Commission on Law ObservaJice ajid Enforcement.
"Report on the Causes of Crime" Vol, II, p. 176
Ir
Rates of Juvenile Delinquents in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
"by Mile and One Half Zones from the Comer of "Broad and
Market Streets.
The rate is expressed as the ratio between the calculated
aged 10 to 15 male pormlation (basis of the 1927 total 6 to
15 school population) and the number of alle^^ed juvenile
delinquents brought before the juvenile division of the
municipal court during the 3-year period 1926-1928,
National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement,
"Report on the Causes of Crime" Vol, II, p, 149
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Rates of Juvenile Delinquents in Richmond, Virginia by
Mile Zones from the Center of the Business District,
The rate is expressed as the ratio between the calculated
aged 10 to 17 male population (basis of 1930 total population)
and the number of boys brought before the juvenile court
charged with a serious offense between May 1, 1927 and Aoril
30, 1930.
This selection of cases v;as made necessary because of the
large number of boys brought to the juvenile court charged
with a minor offense and dismissed with a warning. Otherwise
this study would not have been comparable to those made in
other cities v/here minor offenses are disposed of without
court action.
National Commission on Law Observance and Snforcament
,
"Report on the Causes of Crime" Vol. II, p. 156
r'I
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Rates of Male Juvenile Delinquents in Seattle, Washington by
Zones of One Mile Interval from the Center of the Business
District,
The rate is expressed as the ratio between the aged 10 to
17 male population for 1928 and the number of delinquents
brought to the juvenile court during the years 1927 to 1929.
National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement,
"Report on the Causes of Crime" Vol, II, p, 185
cc
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ouamiary of social factors in juvenile delinquency a;*
presented in the report of the .ickersham Cornrr.1 asion.
"I. Juvenile delinquents are not distributed uniformly
over toe city of Chicago hut tend to he concentrated in areas
adjacent to the central business district and to heavy industrial
areas
.
•2. There are wide variations in the rates of delin-
quents between areas in Chicago.
The rates of delinquents tend to vary inversely
with distance from the center of the city.
"4. The areas of high rates of delinquents in Chicago
have been characterized by high rates for a long period of time.
In areas of high rates of delinquents a higher
percentage of delinquent boys become recidivists and the average
number of times recidivists appear in court is greater than
among boys in areas of low rate of delinquents.
"6. The location of delinquency areas is closely f
related to the processes of city growth.
"7» Delinquency areas in Chicago are characterized by
physical deterioration, decreasing population, hign rates of
dependency, hign percentages of foreign and negro population,
and high rates of adult crime.
•*8. The community fails to function eff«ctively as
an agency of social control in these areas of high rates of
delinquents.
9. The greatest concentrations of delinquent** occur
^
in the areas of marked social disorganization.
t
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"10. Juvenile delinquency is traditional oetiavior in
the disopg^anized areaa of the city.
"11. Tdere are many positive influences leading to
delinquency in ttie disorganized areas.
"12. Tbe racial and national composition of the popu-
lation in trie areas of bigh rates of delinquents changed aLciost
completely betv.een 190C and 1920, while the relative rates of
delinquents in these areas reiaained practically unchanged.
"15. A3 the older immigrant groups moved out of the-
areas of high rates of delinquents tne rates of delinquents
among toe children of these groups decreased and they tended
to disappear from the juvenile court.
•*14. The facts concerning the distribution and varia-
tion in rates of delinquents revealed in the Chicago study are
confirmed by tne studies in the six otuer cities.
"16. The areas of high rates of delinquents in other
cities have characteristics similar to the characteristics of
the areas of higb rates in Chicago.
"16. Juvenile delinquency is group behavior.
"17. Delinquent traditions are transmitted through
group contacts.
"18. The delinquent code is acquired through contacts
with delinquent companions and groups.
"19. Participation in the activities of delinquent
groups often serves to satisfy tne fundamental human desires of
the boy in the delinquency areas of the large city.
"20. There are v.ide differences betv.een the rates of
broken homes in different racial and national groupSf and sig-
cr
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nificant differences oet^een the ratea of broken aomea at
different ages, among unaelected school boya.
"21. The ratea of broken hoinea among delinquent boys
in the Cook County Juvenile Court and the rates of broken homes
among boys of the same age and nationality in the school pop-
ulation are not '*idely different.
"22* Ko consistent variation was found Detv>een rates
of broken homes and rates of delinv^uency
.
"25. Case studies suggest the need for greater emphasis
upon the study of the subtler aspects of family situations in
relation to delin-tuency
.
*24. A delinquent career is the product of a natural
process of development."
liational Commission on Lhm Observance and Snforcement»
"Report on the Causes of Crime", Vol. II, pp. 583-59^
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Hewspapers and Movies
From her colonial beginnings "freedom of the preaa"
ba3 been a cberiabed ideal in tbe United Jtates* 3icce tbe
revolution it ha^ been one of tne priceless liberties of our
mode of governiaent.
In recent ye^^rs there has been some considerable
complaint that the newspapers devote too ouch of their space to
so-called crime ne^^s. This cojiplaint has come from all vralks
of life» Including t^e alleged criminals themselves. On the
vhole little more than opinion haa been presented on tne
subject) albeit some of the opinion is fairly well grounded in
fact. Tne entire problem is» comparatively speaking, of
recent origin. There are no precedents, if %e exclude "freedom
of the press" as meaning political freedom, and tnere have been
no problems of a similar nature in history.
interest in criminal activity is not new. On the
contrary it is very old. The following quotation from a book
published one hundred years ago amply illustrates this point.
"There is a propensity in man to take pleasure in the
sight or relation of numan sin or suffering. Thousands flock
to the execution of a criminal, and the history of his life,
however dull and uninteresting, is sought and read «ith avidity.
Ko part of a newspaper excites so much attention as the record
of crime and calamity. Jome have pronounced this curiosity
a depraved appetite* we hold the contrary. it is almost
|
universal and therefore natural. it is the object of this
work to gratify this feeling in the manner the most advan-
tageous to the public.
boston Unlrerelty *
iictool of Iklucatioa
rf
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"The pamphlets purporting to give accounts of noted
aalefactors are usually ill written, uawortby of credit, and
of bad iiioral tendency. Tney exhibit tne convict in tae moat
favorable light, enlarge upon the good qualities he laay posaeas /
and rather solicit sympathy for his fate than abhorrence for
hia cri::ie3 . The author, or rather compiler of thie work
proposes to follow a different ^lan. He gives the history only
of auch roDberai, pirates, etc., as have been eminent in their
professions. Of those whose lives and deeds have little in-
terest he has nothing to say. In each ca^e he has carefully
collated different authorities and given either t.ieir result
in the ag^^regate, or ail of theia severally. -here there is
a want of informatioii he had left a blank rather than subtract
from the integrity of the volume by invention. He believes
he speaica of each of his subjects as the person deserves,
neither aggravating nor extenuating his offenses or doing
injustice to the individuals or the i^ublic.
"lie has oeen told that a work of this kind v^ill be
a public injury, but does not believe it. It cannot be that
holding sin up to abhorrence will corrupt any one. At any
rate, people v.-ill indulge in reading such matter, whether this
volume is published or not, and it is certainly better that it
should be presented in tne least exceptionable form possible.
"The United states Criminal Calendar is necessarily
imperfect. Jhould the sale v^arrant the expense a supplement
will be forthcouxing."^^^
(1)
St. Clair, "The United Jtates Criminal Calendar'', preface
t
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m an effort to find out relatiYely bow uAxch crime
vsiaa reported in newspapers over a period of one nundred years,
the "Boston Traveler" was selec Led and one paper a xjionth studied
for its first year of publication, witn a similar eJCcuuination
at twenty -five year intervals up to 1925-6. Tbe "Traveler"
was selected because it has follo'»ved a more or less consistent
policy from its inception and because it may vsell be regarded
as a bigb grade, yet popular newspaper.
The first issue of the "American Traveller", Voluiae
one, Number one, July 5, 1825, carries a two line item to the
effect that a Virginia schooner had been chased by a piratical
vessel, off the coast of ]^orth Carolina. There is no other
mention of crime.
The issue of August 5, 1825, carries sua item concerning
Newgate irrison, Connecticut, to the effect tnat "of the white
inhabitants of the state, 1 in 3,382 is a tenant of iiewgate
and of the coloured population 1 in 204" • riracy figures a^ain
with an item concerning the plundering of the ship "Providence"*
The issue of JeyteuiHer 6, 1825, is especially inter-
esting from the point of view of the preface to llr. ot. Clair*3
book. It is an account uf the execution of a parricide in
Amiens the previous i<ay. The executioner must have been
either nervous or inexperienced for the account is particularly
gory. Three other items adorn this issue, murder, roboery, a.y»4
pocket picking respectively.
October 4, 1825, relates of two mail roboeries.
November 4, 1825, carries six items concerning crimet
a ^10,000 fraud, ^3500 robbery, execution of a negro for rftpe.
i-J
i
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date set for another, comiiienta on alow justice in a murder case,
and a notice to the effect that one I^^atnan Ames had been unlaw-
fully soliciting subscriptions to the "American Traveller'.
December 6, 1825, and January 6, 1826, have respectively
one and two iteios concerning robberies.
The i33ue of February 7, 1826, carries nine items,
two murders, four robberies, one pickpocket, one seduction, and
an item concerning the capture of sneak thieves in Jouth Caro-
lina, the penalty for v.nich is branding.
The issue for ^rch 7, 1826, relates of one execution
and that of April 4, 1826, has no mention of criminal activity.
-.ay 5, 1826, bouever, tells of four murders and June
6, 1826, carries the story of a ^:500 robbery.
In all, the twelve papers carried thirty-three items
concerning crime, an average of 5.75 items per paper. 'i&ben
one considers that the "American Traveller" is a four page paper,
fifteen inches wide by twenty and one half inches nigh, with
six columns to the page, this is a high average for crime news.
In 1850, the name of the paper had been changed to
the "Daily i^vening Traveller". Boston had grown, communica-
tions had been improved, and naturally the papers told of more
crime. One column of news in each paper was devoted to late
dispatches by 'Electric Telegraph" largely political and
commercial with no mention of crime.
The following interesting item appears in the issue
of September 5, 1850, "A 3ad >vrray of Youthful Thieves. —
There are at the present time no less than twenty-six boys
in Leverett Jtreet Jail charged with robberies and tnefts.
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These boys* the moat of v^hom are under fourteen years of age»
will be brougut before the i^uoicipal Court on Saturday cext for
trial, and will present truly a mournful spectacle for the
contemplation of the philanthropist* Can nothing be done to
dave the thousands of small boys who unrestrainedly roam the
streets of our city, from hereafter peopling our Houses of
Correction and the otate Prison?"
The issue of February 5, 1851, carries an announce-
ment tnat nearly one tnousand minors had been committed to
Leverett otreet jail that year. Evidently youth nas been in
a decline for some time.
The issue of October 5, 185C, carries guarded stories
about violence in the gold fields, Jacramento, 6bji Franciaco,
ifcritten as if the editor '*ere not ^uite sure he could believe
such violence could oe true.
The issue of -.ay 5, 1851, carries a long article con-
cerning tiie activities of a gang of norse stealers in iiev Y^orjc.
It seems the horse was killed and the hide only x^as sold.
Sven children were used to steal horses. At this period the
Hev York gangs were at their height as gangs and the town was
figuratively speaking wide open.^
The papers for 1876 are painfully like those of today
j
one might say hopefully for prosperity returned. The times
The first compulsory school attendance law v.aa enacted
in iiassachuset ts in 1852. "Lav>3 helating to Compulsjry
Education", Dept. of Int., Bu. of iid., Bui. 1928, l<o. 20, p. 4
Asbury, 'The Gangs of i^ew York", Deals \<ith this at length.
J
were not unlike our ovd, iiusiness tiad been in a depression
for three yeara. Probity in piiblic office was conspicuous by
it3 absence . During tbis period public ethics *ere riiucb loifer
than they are today. Grille %as written up in detail. One
column ia each paper ^.as headed "CrinJ-nal iiatters'' or "Criioi-
nalities* and the various items were written up in a huaorous
vein not unlike that of today.
The issue of October b, 1876, mentions Jesse James
as a proolem in uodern crin:e. but offers no particular solution
to the problem.
The isaue of November 6, 1876 j, carries ;iu.-te an item
uoncierning the outraging of a Boston ?roLian by the Kew York
Police and concludes by quoting the ijew York paper that tne
affair v.as particularly outrageous "even for this city".
At the turn of the century the " Boston Traveler'*
indulged in a brief period of "yellow journalism" brcu^^ht on by
competition witn a certain syndicate. Ultimately this splurge
bore fruit in the breaking up of particularly evil conditions
in the city. At any rate the paper returned to normal. The
paper marked by a large amount of gossip and a plethora
of patent medicine advertisements offering positive cure for
"lost manhood", etc.» out very little crime news.
The "Traveler" of 1926 is for all intents and ^.-urposes
like tne ''Traveler" of today.
FolloYvme^- is a sumakxry of the items per paper and the
average per year. The method has its drawbacks, but in that
conditions governing the selection of each year's tv.!2lve papers
were the same the result ought to at least afford a basis for
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an approximate c3;apari3on»
American TraTelleri 1825-6
July 5, 1825 ----- i items
Aug. 5, 1325 ----- 2
Sept. 6, 1825 ----- 4 "
Oct. 4, 1825 ----- 2
liov. 4, 1825 ----- 6
Dec. 6, 1825 1 "
Jan. 6, 1826 2
?eh, 7, 1826 ----- 9
i^r. 7, 1826 1
Apr. 4, 1826 0
May 5, 1826 ----- 4
June 6, 1826 ----- 1 "
Daily :3veiiln.. Traveller, 1850-1
July 5, 1850 ----- 4 items
Aug. 5, 1850 - - - - 10
.]ept.5, 1850 ----- 7
Oct. 5, 1850 ----- 5 »
Kov. 5, 1850 - 4
Dec. 5, 1850 ----- 5 "
Jan. 6, 1851 - - - ~ - 2 "
?eb. 5, 1851 8 "
iiar. 5, 1851 ----- 4
Apr. 5, 1851 - 2
May 5, 1351 6
June 5, 1851 2 "
4
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Daily Bvening Traveller, 187 6
Jan. 5, 1876 ----- 5 items
Feb. 5, 1876 9
Mar. 6, 1876 - 4 "
Apr. 5, 1876 ----- 4
May 5, 1876 5
June 5, 1876 ----- 5
July 5, 1876 1 •
Aug. 5, 1876 ----- 3
oept.5, 187 6 ----- 6
Oct. 5, 1876 ----- 3 "
Hoy. 6, 1876 ----- 5
Dec. 5, 1876 5 •»
Boston Traveler. 1899-1900
July 5, 1899 ----- 4 items
Aug. 5, 1899 3
Sept. 5, 1899 1
Oct. 5, 1899 1 •
Mov. 4, 1899 2
Dec. 5, 1899 4 "
Jan. 5, 1900 3 •
Feb. 5. 1900 2 "
Mar. 5, 1900 5 •
Apr. 5, 1900 1 »
May 5, 190j 4 "
June 6, 1900 3
m m
€
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BoatoD Laily Globe, 1899-1900
July 5, 1899 ----- 5 iteifl3
Aug. 5, 1899 ----- ki
j oept.5, 1899
----- 1 '»
Oct. 5, 1899 1
hoY. 5, 1899 - 3
Dec. 5, 1899 ----- 2 «
Jan. 8, 1900 ----- 6
Feb. 5, 1900 ----- 1 «
Mar. 5, 1900 ----- 3 «
Apr. 5, 1900 3
May 5, 1900 ----- 5 "
June 5, 1900 9 "
Boston Traveler, 1925
Jan. 5, 1925 - - - - 16 items
Feb. 5, 1925 15 "
Mar. 5, 1925 8 »
Apr. 6, 1925 - - - - 16 "
May 6, 1925 7
June 5, 1925 - - - - 7 "
July 6, 1925 8
Aug. 5, 1925 13 *
oept.5, 1925 - - - - 12
) Oct. 5, 1925 - - - - 6
Mot. 5, 1925 - - - - 8 "
Dec. 5, 1925 8
c
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Jummary for Cne Hundred Xeara cf liewapai^era
Average
I terns
Date Pai^er Itema Per Paper
1825-1826 - American Traveller - 33 - 2.75
1850-1851 - Daily Evening Traveller - 54 - 4.:^0
1876 - Daily iivening Traveller - 51 - 4,26
(Items in
"Criminalities'
counted individually) 106 8.83
1899-1900 - Boston Traveler - 33 - 2.75
1899-1900 - Boston Daily Globe - 41 - 3.41
1925 - Boston Traveler - 124 - 10.33
The above table conclusively demonstrates that inten-
sive reporting of crime is a new factor in American journalism.
The size of the papers has been increased; the methods of
collecting news have been improved^ more crime is reported,
but more nev^s is reported. readers found less crime news
in the old papers » but had more time to read it because of the
scarcity of other news. Comparisons are almost impossible
except in one particular - the papers of the early part of the
last century did not reach as wide a variety of readers as do
the papers of today. Young people v. ere not familiar with
newspapers unless they were more or less intellectually
inclined.
A few years ago Dr. Josepa L. Holmes of the Department
of Psychology, Columbia University, made a study of the s^ev.
York newspapers with regard to the reporting of crime ne*s.
His findings on the average number of items per day constitute
a check on my findings for one hundred years.

Average Kumber of Articles Per Day
on Crime in Jome Leading Hev/ York , s
Newspapers, Kov. 8 - Dec. 8, 1926 ^ ^
Average
Items
Paper Per Day
Evening Telegram - 10.35
Herald Tribune - 11.06
Evening World - 11.20
Sun - 13.00
Times - 15.64
It is of interest to note that tbe "Times" carries the
largest nuiiiber of items per day. It also carries tne largest
amount of news per day. In part Dearing out axi earlier state'
ment, tbe more news, necessaurily tbe more crime for crime is
news
.
It is claimed by many tbat this complete presentation
of tbe nev.s of the day is stimulating and that when tbe stim-
ulation offered is bad the activity resulting will be bad.
The following material is offered as evidence on this point.
"A large clajs of epidemics of various sorts -
suicides, bank and bighway robbery, "black hand", - have been
ascribed to newspaper suggestion in this country and abroad.
Instances of this type occurring in foreign countries were
cited from oighele. An unusually large number of suicides
occurring in Des iiioines in 1907-8 is believed to have been
largely due to newspaper suggestion. Tbe i at Crowe kidnaping
incident in omaha of about tbe same time was folicmed hy an
"Crime and tbe Press", Journal of the American
Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology, Vol. JUL.
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epidemic of kidnaping in Jmaha and in other places. oiiailarly
the kidnaping of Willie v.hitaw in oharon, Penn3ylvania» in 1908»
which was recounted in great detail in the ne^^apapera of the
country* was closely followed hy loany otners. The 'Black Hand*
epidemic of 1908-9 has heen attributed to the same cause."
Kidnaping and "Black Hand'' activities are both rackets.
A gang or "moo" with some degree of organization is necessary
for success. Rackets do not grow up over night inspired by
newspaper suggestion. They are business propositions on a
j?Machiavellian plaua. Following are two quotations on the effect
of newspapers on a racket, more pctrticularly the racketeer.
"One of the most disagreeable experiences of tae
racketeer after accumulating his fortune is to learn that wealth
acquired in the racket has definite social limitations even in
an industrial democracy, especially if its possessor has had
any considerable notoriety in the newspapers. in fact it is
these very limitations which form the one dark shadow across
the racketeer's path, a shadow from which the rsLcketeer can
never quite escape. Upon his children and upon his children's
children the blight of his racket seems to descend.
"The bitterest regret and greatest unhappiness of one
of the most successful racketeers in the United otates is the \{>^
fact that his name as their father, and the money he lavishly
bestows on them, are a heavy handicap to his son and daughter
at their respective state universities. Even his nickname, a
source of pride to him and an inspirer of fear to others in his
(1)
Ettinger, "The Problem of Grime", p. 517
c
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early hoodlum lays, baa become abhorrent to him. It is an even
heavier millstone around his neck than ia his unsavory past.
Hi3 plight is notorious and has served as the 'horrible exami^le*
to induce more than one racketeer - approaching the top of his
first million dollars - to make strenuous efforts to get out of
the racket before Qi3 children are old enough to start asking
him questions or to be stung by the taunts of other children.
"One or two successful racketeers have arbitrarily
changed their names* while still active in the command of their
rackets, even going so far as to require their henchmen and
hoodlums to .address them thereafter by the new name. But in
ain. The newspapers nill not permit the public to forget.
"Publicity and exposure are more dreaded by racketeers
than any other single weapon of society, unless perhaps it is
the federal law and it3 sure punishment. Publicity in all its
forms - newspaper, magazine, radio, direct mail, advertising,
and pamphlets - is one of the deadliest veapons against the
racketeer. It should be used against him from the very begin-
ning of his activities, and used fearlessly. publicity and
exposure interfere seriously with his program of blackmail,
extortion, graft, and terrorism. It frequently gives his
victims courage to seek legal remedies against him. It also
emboldens decent business men to band togetner for their own
defence, and to compel action by the law enforcement officials
to protect society regardless of Anether they are being paid
by the racketeer for 'protection*."
Hoatetter and Beesley, "It's a i\ackctl" pp. 18<i-4
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Within the last feTj days the attitude of one of these
gangsters toward publicity has presented its interesting point.
For the first time one of these men v»as elevated to a place as
1^
an sunbassador of the law, when he was picked out as a go-between
in the Lindbergh baby kidnapping.
"Here was a chance to get puolicity of the oest kind.
For tne first time anything he had to say was solemnly ^^rinted
and respectfully read. Did he like it?
"The front page is poison to us', said Salvatore
opitale, the gangland leader.
"He went on to say that 'this advertisement* so exalts
him and hia partner, Irving Bitz, that tney are in danger of an
envious assassination. *Prom nov on I '11 be watched not only
by the newspapers, but by the police and the gangsters.
"
'Papers are printing my pictures and my children's
pictures and dragging my family into it. My policy of avoiding
publicity has been knocked for a row of milk bottles. How I'm
right up in news bigger than the ihanghai war. And where am
I going to be when this thing dies down? The same place Al
Capone was when he got too famous.*
"The implication is ^uite obvious. lie doesn't want
this publicity. He doesn't like it. He is scared to death
of it.
"Good people will please observe this plain statement
)
that such publicity is 'poisonous' to those supposed to be
ejcalted by it."
Article by George ^not. Boston Herald, inarch 15, 1952
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The li&v York Crime Com.Tii a-slon male a aerioua atudy of
newspapers and crime reporting in 1926. Again the intangible
nature of the problem is evident. Jug^eation ia & mighty power.
7/hen the treiDendoua auggestiTe poY/er of the press becornes an
active although involuntary inspiration for evil a desperate
situation ensues. If we curb the freedom of the press iwe place
a check upon one of our greatest agents for uplifting the people.
If we allow the influence to go on unrestrained who can tell
what the outcome may be? The answer xcay best lie in the good
judgment of the press itself. Following is the Crime Com-
mission's own su-nmary of its report.
"Because of considerable discussion of the effect of
various articles appearing in the ne'-vspapera , the sub-coi^ission
was led to inake a study of the relation of the daily press to
crime and the administration of justice. This was done in
the year 1326 and the newspapers chosen for study were tnose
published in Hew York City, not becauss they were the only
offenders, but because in a measure they set the standard for
the press in other parts of the country. Severe criticism had
been leveled at the daily press because it waa contended that
the practice of featuring crime news and the news of punishment
of criiuinals had a tendency to create criminal inclinations in
the minds of a certain class of the public. Others contended
that the featuring of such news by the papers had a deterrent
effect. The charges against the newspapers v.hich were con-
sidered in the study were;
•*(l) That the constant publication of detailed news
of the commission of crimes suggests criminal practices to
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persona wbo» because of these suggestions, develope criiuinal
tendencies themselves, particularly toose of sub-normal in-
telligence;
" (2 ) That certain nev^spapers secure information con-
cerning the activity of the police and prosecuting officers
concerning the measures being taken to apprehend criminals, and
thus informing the criminals and assisting them to avoid capture*
••(3) That the newspaper accounts of crimes and the
trials of criminals are often so biased in favor of or against
the accused that a public opinion is developed «hich seriously
impairs the fairness of a trial by jury;
"(4) That certain newspapers through the publication
of crime news create a public mind of false impression of the
amount and importance of crime because of the fact that there
is no definite relation between tne crime news featured and the
actual amount of crime committed;
"(5) That the 'yellow press* by the constant pub-
lication of the sensational* the morbid, the salacious and the
suggestive in its news columns effects a positive undermining
of the moral fabric of the community.
"The conclusions reached by the sub-commi ssion in ita
study of the newspapers were summarized briefly as follows;
"(l) The fact that certain of the modern newspapers,
particularly of the so-called yellow variety, reach a strata
of the population that probably never read newspapers in
earlier days, and is bringing to bear povserful influences
upon persons whose mental age and characteristics permit them
to be profoundly impressed and influenced by what they read*
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The power of suggestion is so great among tnese classes that
they are being influenced in the direction of criminal practices
more than ever before. This danger is very difficult to deal
with. It is unquestionably a public menace for newspapers to
present the details which they now print regarding criiiies and
divorce cases. England baa forbidden publication of the de-
tails of divorce cases. The drafting of satisfactory legis-
lation to curb the publication of crime news seems unlikely.
Much may be gained, however, by the action of strong and fearless
judges, who can unquestionably prevent much of the degradation
to which the 'yellow press' has subiiJttted the courts;
"(2) Newspapers should exercise more care in printing
the ne^3 of crimes and avoid statements that give aid to crim-
inals seeking to escape capture. Legislation should be devised
to provide punishment for a newspaper publishing such statements.
It is possible for the newspapers themselves to correct the evil.
It is also properly expected that public officials v.ill so con-
trol information as to provide protection against premature
publication of important evidence and projected activities;
"(3) It is a hopeful sign that there are many indi-
cations in the present day Journalism of a more objective way
of writing news. The public should demand the news columns
not to carry opinion and comment, but facts simply stated. It
will help considerably if courts seek to protect Juries from
contact with the outside world through the reading of newspapers
during a trial}
"(4) The false impression created by 'waves' of crime
news can be corrected with public agencies seeking a better
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metbod of reporting crimes today. Tbe *ide differences in the
amount of crimes published as between tbe newspapers and the
same newspapers at different times may be to some degree offset
by frei4,uent public reports on the exact amount of crime com^iiitted
during certain periods;
"(5) A more fundaimental problem is involved in the
character of some of the news published by tbe pa^^ers in recent
months. Even tbe most ardent lover of freedom will question
the length to v.bich certain newspapers have gone in publishing
the details of certain cases. This is a plain case of public
morals, and discloses a tendency which is one of the unques-
tioned forces that tend to injure the morals of tne young and
indirectly lead to disrespect for law and authority;
"(6) The adoption of a censorship to meet the con-
ditions described could not be expected to work with any degree
of satisfaction. It would seem that the application of some
drastic remedy is needed. Yellow Journalism is a force with
which the world has never been compelled to deal. The
psychological effect of modern news is much more important than
in any publication in the past» and censorship although undesir-
able may be forced upon us as not the worst of evils."
Moving pictures have come in for their suure of blame
in producing what we cnoose to call tue present cay crime
situation. Little has been done in the way of serious study
of this problan. The bulk of the evidence to date is in the
favor of moving pictures.
State of Sew York, "Report of tbe Crime Commission, 1929",
pp. 37-39
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Altiaougb Dr3. Kealy and ^Jronner do not minimize the
effect of suggestion as applied to newspapers tbey nave tne
following to say regarding movies.
"it has been our regular practice to make inquiry con-
cerning the indulgence in and effect of such amusements as
moving pictures. 3tarting lith ideas somewhat to the contrary,
we have been surprised to find that moving picture sncs seem
|
to have very little effect in the production of delinquent ^
tendencies i we could discover no reason to attribute more
than 1/' of the cases to this cause."
The Kev York Crime Comr.ission found movies to be the
chief amusement of the children in so-called delinquency areas.
The reason for tnis may be found in the lack of any other form
of interesting, e:xciting amusement. The same condition may
be found among normal adults living in crovided sections of a
city and v.ith little or no money to pay for the higher forma
of recreation. The children ^Ahose movie preference are given
were not necej.^arily delinquent children. The questionnaire
was given to the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth grades in
one of the l^ew York City schools.
"Granted that the child in this area spends much of
his time in the movies* it \saa thought worth r/hile to make an
analysis of his tastes. This v.as (also) done ^ means of the
school questionnaire. So suggestions were made to the child.
He was sim>.ly asked to complete this sentence:
" 'The kind of movies I like best are •
Delinquents and Criminals"
, p. 181
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"Movie Preferences of 100 Gramirar School Boys
(Listed in order of timed mentioned a3 preference)
Cowboy and Indiana - 46
V.estern - 18
Wars - 15
Fighting - 12
Pirates - 7
Indians - 2
Adventures - 7
108
Boxing - 5
"Football - 14
Baseball - 7
Races -
_5
29
Murders - 4
Committing crimes -
_4
8
yires - 6
Accidents -
_2
s —
oerials - 2
llysteries - 11
13
ff
71
Love 11
Comedies 17
Historical
__5
33
Uiscellaneoua
^ Im A M MGn03t3
Hews
InTentions - X
Animals ~ 1
Dogs -
Travel - 1
Jea i.
Lesert 1
Kick Carter 1
Prefer Vaudeville
to i^ictures
_2
14
"Ifovle Preferences of 63 Grammar Jchool Girls in Jame Area
(Listed in order of times mentioned as preferences)
Cowboys and Indians - 26
War - 4
Fighting -
_7
37
Love - 18
Arabs and deserts - 3
21
ff
Mystery - 10
3ad Pictures - 5
Comedies - 15
Olden times - 8
Murder -
_2
40
Miscellaneous
Fire - 2
lieva - 2
Sea - 1
Action - 1
The " north" - 1
Serials - 1
Hates Icve pictures - 1
Doesn't like movies - 1
Hevor went to iiiovies -
__1
11
"It is interesting to note that the enthusiastic
preference of tne iiiajcrity of the boys and of a large share of
the girls i^as for *blood and thunder' filias* i.ndeed this type
of film is twice a^ popular among the girls as the love theme.
"Only eight hoys and two girls cited interest in
•murder' and •committing crime' as worthy of being viewed for
j
their own sake, but critically minded people vkill say that even
this number is too large."
State of l^ev. York, "Report of the CriiLe Commission,
1927", pp. 560-2
f4
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:^ue3tioDnaire3 are notoriously \^eak in that they are
subject to the v.bims of the individuals questioned. The ten
children who expressed an interest in murder and crime may have
done so in a spirit of bravado. And again, many others may
not have expressed such an interest, v-hen it really did exist,
because of an unvLillingness to admit such a taste even to
themselves.
"Variety" compiled a list of the six leading pictures
for 1951 on a basis of box-office returns. As an indication |
of the taste of the general public it is rather encouraging.
The pictures are;
" Cimarron"
"Daddy Long Legs"
- "Little Caesar"
- "Min and Bill* »
"Smiling Lieutenant*
- "Trader Horn"
On the popularity of the star more than
the picture alone* (l)
The question of newspapers and movies as exciters of
crime is an educational problem, but one in need of deep study
before any conclusions may be advanced.
Boston iiivening Transcript, January 3, 1952. p. 8
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Conclusion
.<ith all the unkiiovvn and unknowable factors it is not
posaible to make an accurate analysis either of criiae aa a waole
or of criminals aa a group. As y>e have seen, there are so laany
external factors, so .naxiy types of personality, and so many
methods of reacting to any given situation, that no single rule
of thumb can possibly be effective. This comi^lexity of the
problem alone may be offered as evidence that no one institution
of society can be held responsible for the encouraging or for
the discouraging of crime.
The serious handicaps under which education labors,
because of the limitations placed upon it by society, are recog-
nized by Vickersham and La^es in their various v.ritings. 3oth
men recognize that the prevention of crirae is a responsibility
of society as a v.-hole v/orking through all its institutions.
Bagley, on the otner hand, appears to believe that education
may prevent crime by reforming society. In bis discussion of
the outstanding factors productive of our national lawlessness,
-
i.e.; "our national tradition of individualism and our material
prosiyerity" , ^ ^ ^ JBagley states, "The educational problem becomea
{ 2
)
one of modifying two very powerful national mores" Bagley
attribute^ tne high crime aad divorce ratej in ti:J.d country to
our tradition of Individualism and our "virtually coiii^lete
rejection of the disciplinary ideal in the fields both oi niind
and of morals"^ to our material prosperity with "the sanction
Bagley, "Education, Crime and Jocial irogress", p. 7.
Ibid, p. 8
Ibid, p. Tii
rc
it gives to ease and comfort a.nd the path3 of least resistance" . ^ ^
^
xiagley apparently ^relieved triat eaucation can luodify
national luorea. Lie states, "As a matter of fact, in 30 far as
the criiue ratios give us a oasis for judgiaent, respect for lavs,
has increased during the past generation in practically all
enlightened nations except our ot^n, and has closely parallel(id
( 2 )the expansion of luass education ~- except vsith us' • ^
This last statement appears to be a very serious indict-
ment of American education until we reflect upon tne chaotic
condition of our own crime statistics and the fact that the
definitions of wnat constitutes crime vary greatly among the
different nations.* statistics, by their very nature* do
not reflect social and legal differences ^qxco. nave great in-
fluence upon the proolem. in the matter of crime our laK xs
f 4 }
materially different even from its parent, ii^nglisn x^iw.
-
In the matter of divorce our ideal of the sanctity of marriage
is higher than that of most other nations* We prefer divorce
with its necessary evils to the greater evils of the lover and
the mistress as a recognized diversion from outwardly proper
married life.^ In view of these differences Professor iiagley
is not Justified in using the crime ratios of various nations
Bagley, "Education, Crime and oocial Progress'* » p. 31.
Ibid, p. 43
(3)
See ^National Com:nission on I>av< Observance and j»nforcement
,
"Report on the Causes of Crime", Vol. 1, pp. 10-12
(4 ]
Jee Howiard, "Criminal Justice in iiingland"
(5)
Jee Kavanaugh, "The Criminal and His Allies'*
c
7 c
as a basis for his Jjidgiaent of the auccess or failure of .-uuericau:!
education.
lae disciplinary ileal be rejected in the >fcritiDgd
of serine of cur educational tneorists, l>ut v.c need Ioojc no farttier
than the regular classroom practice in axi^ representative school
systein fcr aiQt^lc proof that discipline is still an iiiipor tant
part of our school routine. The behaTior of tne Aiiierlcan people
during the current business depression be offered as iudis-
putabls proof that our education has been successful in ixiain-
taining a v.ell ordered society.
^ Education only cai". reflect the desires of the society
of vhich it is an institution. The function of education is
to prepare young people for life in oreanized society. As an
institution of society education is bound the standards and
the dosircs of society as a whole* it can educate for ethical
living only to tne extent that the ethical life is proved by
society to be a v;orth«rhile kind of life. A hign level of life
will appeal to the Jiass of the people only as it of:. ers iaaUerxal
evidence of its essential desiraoility
.
Disregarding this bitter fact, education conscientiously
strives to lif:. tns ^oral ideals of all who coiue *«itain its
influence. Evidence that education caoinot entirely succeed in
this purpose when society is against it is offered by Jhaw^a
study of delinquency areas. The ideals, aims, umI metaods of
teaching tsnd to be fairly constant throughout the entire school
system of a large city. • Despite this constancy throughout the
school system we find delinquency and crime ratios varying
according to the social standards of the different areas of the
rr
city. ^ Education fails in its purpose v. hen the practical stan-
dards of society are at Tariance with the ideals of society.
Education never can successfully teach children to live accord-
ing to one pattern of behavior while life itself teaches
another radically different pattern of behavior.
ihen the difficulties of life in a corrupt society
become too great for the mass of the people to endure they taen
institute a change and dema nd higher standards. These up-
heavals occur periodically, and higher, finer standards of
living follow each effort. in tne intervals betv^een the
reform periods education has consistently maintained the
raised standard. * That education in tnis role has been
eminently successful is amply proved by the constantly rising
standard of life throughout history. *
c
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